BROOKES (Joshua, F.R.S., 1761-1833).
BURNETT (Sir William, K.C.B., M.D., F.R.S., 1773-1861)

Nearly whole length to
Full length seated
left, seated at table, holding
in armchair, wearing decoration
pen.
round neck, and star; right hand
Line by J. Nittler after
holding quill pen, resting on table,
T. Phillips.
naval books on floor to right.

Proof on India paper before
Mezzotint by Henry Cousins
artists, names, line of publication
after Sir Martin Archer Shee, P.R.A.
in etched letters.

Size 27 x 16½ inches,
Size 17½ x 13 inches. 1818.

with margins. 1844.

£6.6.0d.

.. Anatomist; studied in London and
Paris; successfully taught anatomy
in London, and formed large private
museum; F.R.S., published writings,
mainly anatomical.
BURNETT (Sir William, K.C.B., M.D., F.R.S., 1779-1861)

Full length seated
in armchair, wearing decoration
round neck, and star; right hand
holding quill pen, resting on table,
naval books on floor to right.

Mezzotint by Henry Cousins
after Sir Martin Archer Shee, P.R.A.

Size 27 x 16½ inches,

with margins. 1844.

£3.10.0d.

Apprentice to a Montrose surgeon;
naval surgeon at St. Vincent, the Nile,
Trafalgar; physician to the Mediterranean
fleet, 1810-13, and at Chatham, 1814,
practised at Chichester, 1816-22;
physician-general to the navy, 1824-41,
knighted, 1831; patented a disinfecting
fluid; published medical tracts.
CHAMBERS (William Frederick, 1786-1855).

Three quarter length

Mezzotint by H. Droehmer

after John Hollings, A.R.A.

Size 17 x 13½ inches,

with margins.

Size 12½ x 9 inches,

with inscription margin. 1782.

£3.17.6d.

Physician, born in India; came to England, 1793, educated at Westminster School; M.A. Cambridge, 1811; M.D., Cambridge, 1818; studied medicine in London and Edinburgh; physician to St. George's Hospital, London, 1816-39; an eminent consulting physician; retired, 1848.
COOPER (Sir Arthur Paston, 1706-1841).

CONN (Robert, M.D., 1645?—1713).

Three quarter length
standing, pillar and curtain in academical gown, seated by background.

Mezzotint by S. Cousins
after Sir T. Lawrence.

Mezzotint by John Faber
after Alex. Vanderhagen.

Size 12½ x 9 inches,
Size 17½ x 14 inches, with inscription margin. 1722.
with margins. 1830.

£6.6.0d.

£3.5.0d.

Physician at Rochester; contributed to the Philosophical Transactions.
E.A., Magdalen College, Oxford, 1676, M.D., 1685; naval physician at Deal, 1692; Noble says his portrait is on the staircase of the Bodleian.
surgeon, 1800, and consulting surgeon, 1825, at Guy's Hospital; F.R.S., 1802, created baronet, 1821; published surgical and anatomical treatises, 1800-40.
COOPER (William, 1666-1708).

COOPER (Samuel, 1780-1848).

Nearly full length seated, gown, white cravat, long curled wig, anatomical specimens in glass and book on table beside him.

Mezzotint by J. Smith after J. Chesterman.

Mezzotint by Henry Cousins after Andrew Morton.

Size 15 x 10 inches, 1780.

Size 16 1/2 x 13 1/2 inches, with margins. 1840.

Surgical writer; studied at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, 1800; qualified as surgeon, 1803, army surgeon, 1813-15; practitioner in London; published treatise on cataract, 1805, and "Surgical Dictionary", 1809, surgeon of University College Hospital, 1831; F.R.S., 1846.